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Image fusion is a comprehensive modern high technology including many 
subjects, such as sensor technology, image processing, signal processing, computer, 
artificial intelligence, etc. We use the term of image fusion to denote a process. Such 
process generates a single image which contains a more accurate description of the 
scene than any of the individual source images. This fused image should be more 
useful for human visual or machine perception. Image fusion is not simply to 
superpose images but can produce new images including more information. The 
technique of image fusion has been widely used in many fields such as remote sensing, 
military application, robot engineering, medical imaging, and so on. 
The major content of this dissertation is multi-focus image fusion algorithm 
based on nonsubsampled contourlet transform. The main work can be summarized as 
follows: 
1. After multi-focus images are decomposed by nonsubsampled contourlet 
transform, we fuse the low-frequency subband coefficients with the fusion rule based 
on the improved weighted average, while the fusion rule with maximum absolute 
value is used to fuse the highest level’s high-frequency subband coefficients and the 
fusion rule based on the improved regional variance is used to fuse the other levels’ 
high-frequency subband coefficients. This algorithm can reserve useful information 
from the source image better. Every pair of images for experiment has gotten a much 
better fusion result by adjusting the threshold value flexibly. 
2. Because the border of image contains most detail information, we integrate the 
border imformation with the improved regional variance as a fusion rule for the 
high-frequency subband coefficients. This new multi-focus image fusion algorithm 
can extract the detail information from the source image more effectively and has 
made bigger progress in fusion result. 
3. The color image fusion algorithm based on YIQ color space has been 















component, I component and Q component will get better fusion result than adopting 
the same fusion rule to them. It is better to use adaptive fusion rules for Y component, 
I component and Q component separately, according to their own physics significance. 
And on this basis, a color image fusion algorithm based on YIQ color space and 
nonsubsampled contourlet transform has been proposed. The absolute value of 
high-frequency subband coefficients is one of the indexes which judge image’s detail 
information, and the fusion rule based on region is more excellent than the fusion rule 
based on single pixel in fusion result, so for Y component which presents brightness 
information and contains more detail information, we fuse the high-frequency 
subband coefficients with fusion rule based on regional absolute value. As to I 
component and Q component which present chrominance information, we use the 
fusion rule based on the improved regional contrast grade to fuse the high-frequency 
subband coefficients. Simulated experiments show that this fusion algorithm is 
feasible, effective and stable. 
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图 1.1 多源图像信息构成 




































1.2 研究现状与发展趋势  
















20 世纪 90 年代中期，小波变换开始应用到图像融合领域，它具有良好的时
频分析特性、方向性以及各尺度上的独立性，可以获得比金字塔方法更好的融合
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